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1 Summary
In 2003 Historic Environment Service (HES), Cornwall County Council was
commissioned by Mr Des Teale of (County Environmental Services) CES to undertake a
programme of archaeological recording required as a condition of planning permission for
a proposed expansion of the landfill site at United Downs. The archaeological work
comprised a walk-over and digital survey of historic features following vegetation clearance
within Arsenic Works Wood, an area of semi-mature broad-leaved woodland, and a walkover survey of land to the south including parts of Trevince Woods. These works were to
be followed by a watching brief during groundworks but this was not carried out by HES.
The project area contained the remains of extensive but poorly documented mining
activity, including shafts (some of which were open), spoil dumps, processing areas, a
chimney and a possible engine house structure.

2 Background
It was recommended by Simon Thorpe (Senior Archaeologist Planning Advice, Cornwall
County Council) that the proposed landfill extension scheme was the subject of an
archaeological investigation (brief dated 18/12/02). The site has previously been the
subject of an archaeological assessment (Smith 1996; Reynolds 1998) which identified a
number of archaeological sites, and a geotechnical report by Cornwall Mining Services
(1996). A Project Design was produced by HES (Jones 2003) outlining the extent of the
works and recording methodology. Site works for the landfill extension were to include
excavation of areas in 6 phases (Fig 2), beginning with the area of Arsenic Works Wood. A
‘buffer zone’ was extended to the south within which there were to be further selected
works including the fencing of open shafts, the clearance and opening of a trench for a
water main and the opening of a trench for a sewage pipeline (Thorpe 2002).
The archaeological survey work was carried out during February and March 2003.

3 Project Aims and Methods
3.1 Aims
The purpose of the archaeological recording was:
•

To gain a clearer understanding of the archaeological potential of the area. In
particular, questions concerning eighteenth century mining activity in the area could be
answered by archaeological fieldwork.

•

To identify and record archaeological features, layers, structures and finds in the area
covered by the survey and the watching brief.

•

To carry out analysis and interpretation of the site archive in order to promote local
and national research.

•

To disseminate and publish the results.

•

To ensure the long-term conservation of the project archive in appropriate conditions.

3.2 Research Questions
The brief identified key research questions which provided a framework for the project:
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•

To recover as full a plan as practicable of the mine workings; this will contribute at a
local level to the understanding and recording of specific mine sites in advance of their
destruction and it will also contribute to the wider picture in enhancing understanding
of an important area of the Cornish mining industry. This will be achieved through the
survey of the extant remains and by watching briefs carried out during trenching and
the shaft capping works.

•

In addition to recording surface workings, shafts, etc, to identify and record other
associated features of the mining complex and investigate their character (e.g. early
dressing floors). This will add to our understanding of the development and working of
the mine complex, but will also contribute to our understanding of the archaeological
potential of Cornish mine sites and the range of below ground features that may be
expected. This will be addressed by the watching briefs carried out during trenching
and the shaft capping works.

3.3 Methods
The archaeological programme comprised a walk-over followed by an EDM survey.
Unfortunately HES were not informed of the start date for groundworks and as a result
the planned watching brief was not carried out.
3.3.1 Walk-over

The purpose of the walk-over was to record information about identified sites and identify
and describe any additional ‘new’ sites. Information was collected to allow completion of
the gazetteer entries including information on form, survival and condition (see Section 6
below). All recording work was undertaken according to the Institute of Field
Archaeologists Standards and Guidance for Archaeological Recording and followed the IFA Code of
Conduct and Code of Approved Practice for the Regulation of Contractual Arrangements in Archaeology.
The walkover survey took place after the removal of the vegetation from the site. To
ensure that the vegetation clearance did not result in undue damage to extant upstanding
archaeological remains (e.g. banks and dumps) a thorough methodology was produced for
the clearance of the vegetation in advance in liaison with CES representatives (see section 9
Appendix).
Within the cleared area the walk-over survey identified surviving evidence for historic landuses, as well as locating specific features of importance or interest. Geo-location of such
features was guided by transcriptions of historic and modern mapping, or, where they were
not otherwise documented, by the use of a handheld GPS receiver. GPS coverage was
limited due to tree cover especially within Trevince Woods – there may therefore be a
degree of error in precise site locations.
The walk-over survey achieved the following:

• Identified archaeological sites and structures within the landfill extension area
(including the “buffer zone”).

• Detailed descriptions of upstanding archaeological remains (e.g. chimney, Site 1).
• Identified areas/sites requiring further archaeological evaluation (e.g. trial trenching), or
mitigation (watching brief).
Photographic recording during the walkover
The photographic recording consisted of identified sites and general shots of the landscape
within the extension area.
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3.3.2 Detailed surveying of archaeological features

Following the completion of the walkover survey the identified sites were surveyed using
an EDM.
•

All significant features within the landfill extension area (extant structures, mounds,
trenches, spreads of materials, etc) which were identified by the walkover survey were
accurately surveyed using an EDM.

•

The EDM survey has been linked with features that have been mapped by the
Ordnance Survey.

3.4 Limitations of documentary evidence
The previous mappings for the area (Tithe Map 1843, Ordnance Survey 1878, 1908, 1930s,
1960s and 1970s) show little detail over the area of Arsenic Works Wood. Aerial
photographs of this area, although available, are of very limited use. The assessment survey
fieldwork map has formed the basis of the mapped information which has been plotted
onto Ordnance Survey 1:2500 digital Landline maps. Mining shaft and lode information
was derived mainly from an extract from the Cornwall Mining Services (CMS) geotechnical
report 1996, reprinted in Smith 1996.

4 Location and Geology
The project area comprises land with an area of c 3 hectares, consisting mainly of Arsenic
Works Wood with a ‘buffer zone’ around its southern and western perimeter
approximately 300m wide extending into Trevince Woods (to include additional works
including shaft safety treatment and drain/sewer excavation). Arsenic Works Wood is an
area of semi-mature broad-leaved woodland centred on NGR SW 74004 40914 in the
parish of Gwennap, near Redruth, Cornwall. The historic landscape character is designated
as Predominantly Industrial with the areas of Trevince Woods characterised as Recently
Enclosed Land by the Cornwall Historic Landscape Assessment 1994 (Cornwall County
Council 1996). Geology comprises slates and shale of the Late Devonian Mylor Slate
Formation (British Geological Survey, sheet 352, 1984).

5 Land use history
5.1 Historical Background of the area (Adam Sharpe)
The copper mines of Gwennap parish were, in their time, by far the most important in
Cornwall, and for several decades, the largest producers of copper ore in the world. The
dominant mine in the area was Wheal Squire started in 1757 (possibly a re-working) and
worked extensively during the second half of the 18th century. The mine was already 72
fathoms below the County Adit by 1819. Copper deposits here, as at Poldory and Wheal
Cupboard to the east, were very rich, and Wheal Squire (and the smaller nearby Wheal Fire,
PRN 53906 just to the south of Arsenic Works Wood and within the study area) were
included in the United Mines grouping in the late 18th century. The mines survived the
temporary downturn in Cornish copper mining brought about by the rise of the Parys
Mountain Mine on Anglesey, whose reserves, however rich, were limited. Cornish
adventurers and engineers responded to the rapid disappearance of their livelihoods with
major advances in beam engine technology and the United Mines were restarted in 1811,
Wheal Squire producing 20,882 tons of 8.5% copper ore between 1816 and 1853 and
employing 400 in 1818. In 1824 the United Mines and the Consolidated Mines were
amalgamated, but entered a slow decline. A final phase of reworking from the 1860s to
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1870 as Clifford Amalgamated was followed by their closure and the dismantling of all
plant and buildings. From 1906 to 1913 Poldory was re-worked for a little tin (Burt, 1987,
p375). It is not thought that this western part of the United Mines sett was re-worked
during the re-exploitation of these Gwennap lodes by Mount Wellington Mine.
"The Consolidated and United Mines are about 3 m. E. of Redruth, just S. of St. Day, and l m. N. of
the church-town of Gwennap. The Consol. M. are worked as one concern, and have held the first place in
the Cornish group since the year 1822, from which time they have annually yielded more copper than any
other mine. The surface of this gigantic work is about 2 m long; the sump, or bottom of the mine, is 1740
ft. below the surface, or, in other words, at a depth equal to 5 times the height of St. Paul's; the levels with
their ramifications, have been calculated to extend a distance of 63 m. On the Consolidated and United
Mines, which adjoin each other, there are about 8 large pumping engines, with cylinders ranging from 65 to
90 inch diam., an equal number of engines with 30 inch cylinders, for raising the ore and for other work on
the surface, a water-wheel of 48 ft. diameter, for pumping; another of 40 ft. for driving machinery, and
several smaller wheels for stamping. This group of mines is excavated in slate. In l836 the Consol. M.
produced ore of the value of £l45,717., while the total expenses for the year amounted to £102,007. The
church-town of St. Day is built upon an eminence, and so commands a view of the wonderful region in its
vicinity. To the S. are the 2 iron tramroads, which serve as arteries to the mining district, the one for the
conveyance of timber, &c, from Devoran, the other for the transport of the copper-ore to the little harbour of
Portreath, where it is shipped for the smelting-houses at Swansea. The parish of Gwennap, over which the
eye ranges from this height, is said to have yielded from a given space more mineral wealth than any other
spot in the Old World." (Murray's Handbook, 1859, p175)
By 1880, as can be seen from the OS 1st Edition 1:2500 map, mining had ceased and
plantations had been established over much of the area, including Arsenic Works Wood
and Trevince Wood. Some of the small fields and cottages carved out from the commons
to the south of Carharrack had been abandoned and planted with trees, and only the
chemical works re-treating mine waste was active. By 1908 only the arsenic works by the
wood which bears its name survived.
In recent years, the pattern of plantations interspersed with open fields and dotted with the
humps of overgrown shaft burrows has been maintained. To the east, however, the
development of the United Downs landfill site has utterly obliterated all traces of Poldory,
Wheal Cupboard, the arsenic works and almost all of the remainder of the United Mines
landscape.
The United Mines were a byword for fabulous riches for nearly a century. Their output was
prodigious by any standard, and the area was the scene of many important technical
innovations. More atmospheric and early Watt engines were installed in this one small area
than anywhere else in Cornwall with the exception of Dolcoath, with which it stands
comparison during the period from the mid-18th century to the mid-19th century.
5.2 Shafts
The shafts within Arsenic Works wood or the ‘buffer zone’ to the south belong to Wheal
Squire or the smaller Wheal Fire (CMS 1996). There are no structures identifiable as engine
houses within the area on either the Tithe Map for Gwennap (1843; Fig 5) or on Symon's
map of 1845 (Fig 6). By the time of the first OS 1:2500 survey in 1880 (Fig 7), the mines
were abandoned and no structural remains are evident on the map.
5.3 The Site Today
Within the proposed landfill extension area, there is to the casual eye almost no indication
of the once-intensive mining activity which covered the landscape in the 18th and early
19th centuries. Alterations to the landscape since the end of mining operations include the
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reclamation for agriculture of fields to the south and east of Arsenic Works Woods and
tree-planting (presumably in the mid-19th century) of the areas which could not easily be
reclaimed for farming. Early maps (Tithe map circa 1843, Fig 5; Symon’s 1845 Fig 6) show
the area as largely unenclosed (recorded in 1840 as Trevince Common) with the only
woodland area being Trevince ‘Old Wood’ to the south. These maps also show many of
the shafts identified by the survey (Fig 3). Trevince Wood (known as ‘Outer Wood’) and
Arsenic Works Wood were planted with trees following the demise of mining operations as
shown on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey of 1878. Since the survey the project area has
now been opened up for landfill destroying all of the Arsenic Works Wood sites and the
old footpath (site 55). Sites 32 to 54 are still intact with the exception of site 33.
5.4 Sites recorded on the Historic Environment Record for Cornwall and
the Isles of Scilly (Fig 3)
The Historic Environment Record for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly lists a number of
sites included within Arsenic Works Wood and within the ‘buffer zone’ to the south. Sites
are identified by PRN numbers.
41007 Streamworks

SW 74124 40939

These streamworks are visible on the edge of Trevince Wood on the 1878 OS map and
shown as working tin, but by 1908 (2nd edition OS map) they appear to have been
amalgamated with the Chemical works as ‘Trevince Works’. It is at this point that the name
Arsenic Works Wood first appears. The chimney stack Site 1 is shown on both maps with
associated buildings.
Parallel, sinuous banks likely to be spoil tipping resulting from streaming operations are
visible on air photographs and were plotted as part of the National Mapping Programme
aerial photograph mapping (NMP).
41008 Chemical Works

SW 73993 41015

The Trevince Chemical Company set up a works on the old sett of United Mines south of
Carharrack before the late 1870s. They also operated a smaller works at Bissoe (PRN
40937).
A ‘Chemical Works’ is shown at this location on the 1st edition OS map of 1878, although
buildings seem to be present on the site at least as early as 1840 (Figs 5, 7). The edition of
1908 (Fig 8) shows the works having produced arsenic and tin and the map of 1963 shows
a building and the name of chemical works wood nearby.
41027 Wheal Fire

SW74000 40800

Wheal Fire is recorded at this location on Hamilton Jenkin's map (Smith 1996). A shaft
(PRN 53906) (Pagan Shaft, Site 34) and several spoil tips, possibly marking the site of
further shafts are visible (some only as crop marks) on air photographs and were plotted as
part of the NMP. These features are possibly associated with Wheal Fire. Wheal Fire Shaft
has been identified as Site 7.
53906 Shaft and spoil heaps

SW73869 40931

A cluster of mounds, one containing a central pit, are visible, some only as crop marks, on
air photographs (Fig 4) and were plotted as part of the NMP. Old shafts are recorded at
this location on the 6" OS map of 1963 and it is almost certain that these mounds are spoil
tips marking the site of mine shafts. The main shaft and dump is likely to be Pagan Shaft
Site 34 (CMS 1996).
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53907 Enclosure

SW74120 40750

A polygonal univallate enclosure, 30m x 20m, was visible as a crop mark bank on air
photographs (Fig 4) and was plotted as part of the NMP (Fig 4). The date and function of
this feature are uncertain from the photo evidence. It may be a small enclosed settlement
of the Iron Age/Romano-British period, or, alternatively, it may be associated with the
mining complexes to the west and north east, although nothing is recorded on the 1st
edition Ordnance Survey map 1878 or on any of the historic mapping. The site has since
been destroyed by the landfill extension.
53922 Shaft

SW73750 41020

A mine shaft visible on air photographs and plotted as part of the NMP. It is not clear
whether this shaft forms part of Wheal Fire (41072) or Wheal Squire (53902).

6 Results of Site Survey (Fig 3)
6.1 Summary of Sites
The main area of Landfill Extension covered the area known as Arsenic Works Wood, a
triangular area of woodland consisting of semi-mature broad-leaved trees and conifers with
a dense ground cover of rhododendron and bramble on the south-east margin. Prior to the
survey the majority of vegetational cover was cleared, exposing two distinct areas of
workings, along the south-eastern edge of the woods and in the north-western tip of the
triangle of land. Two main shafts, Brownings (site 9) and Wheal Fire (site 7), were set in an
area of dumps and prospecting close to the southern boundary wall; features probably
associated with streamworking to the north-east of these shafts included buddles (site 2),
tanks (site 5) and a leat/channel (site 6). In the north-western corner of the woods was an
area of intense ground disturbance comprising small pits and dumps (sites 16-31).
Sites in Trevince Woods and the ‘buffer zone’ to the south of Arsenic Works Wood
included a number of open shafts and extensive spoil dumps often obscured by mature
woodland. Dense rhododendron cover made access to many of these sites difficult at the
time of the survey.
6.2 Sites in Arsenic Works Wood
Site 1
Arsenic Works Stack

SW 7412 4093

Just outside Arsenic Works Wood, but included as it would be adversely affected by any
extension to the landfill site. The chimney was part of the streamworks shown on the 1st
edition OS map (1878) and as part of Trevince Works shown on the 2nd edition OS map
(1908). The chimney has a stone base and brick cap (the uppermost 2.0m), and at the time
of the survey was just on the limit of the landfill area. It survived to a height of 6m at the
time of the survey, but the lower portion was obscured by landfill. The chimney still
survives just outside the area of landfill extension.
Site 2

Buddles

SW 74112 40912

Two flat-bottomed circular depressions 0.35m deep and 3m in diameter may have been the
remains of buddles associated with the documented streamworks PRN 41007.
Site 3

Bank/Wall

SW 74105 40903

A linear bank 1.0m high and 7.0m long probably representing the extension of wall Site 4,
and possibly associated with the streamworks.
Site 4

Boundary Wall

SW 74001 40844
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The south-eastern boundary of Arsenic Works Wood comprising a stone-faced Cornish
hedge 1.6m high and 1.0m wide. The wall was sinuous probably as a result of winding
around adjacent mine dumps.
Site 5

Settling Tank/Reservoir SW 74099 40910

A linear pit 0.4m deep, 5.0m long and 2.0m wide, with a 0.6m high spoil dump at its southwestern end. Possibly associated with streamworking. The tank may have been fed with
water from the stream to the north by leat Site 6.
Site 6

Leat SW 74098 40920 – 74052 40929

A linear channel 1.2m wide with a low bank along its north-western edge, 0.2m – 0.3m
deep and 14m long was observed just to the north of Site 5, to which it may originally have
connected. The leat was poorly preserved but may have carried water from the adjacent
stream to tank Site 5.
Site 7

Wheal Fire Shaft

SW 7407 4091

A large conical depression, located within an area of mine spoil dumps 4m in height; the
cone was circa 10m in diameter, and circa 4.0m in depth. The shaft itself was choked. An
area of spoil is shown on the 1st edition OS map (1878).
The immediate spoil dump surrounding the shaft cone extended to the north.
Site 8

Spoil Dumps

SW 74055 40868

Two small dumps of spoil, perhaps waste material from nearby tin-streaming activity.
Site 9

Browning’s Shaft

SW 7403 4089

The shaft was circa 2.0m in diameter, circular in plan, and open beneath the remains of a
timber deck. At the time of survey the shaft was fenced with wire supported by mining drill
steels driven into the ground. The shaft was surrounded by a large 3.0m – 4.0m high spoil
heap up to 30m in diameter which extends to the north. A shaft in this location is marked
on the circa 1843 Tithe map. The site is marked as ‘Shaft’ shown on the 1st edition OS map
(1878) but by 1907 (2nd edition OS map) only the surrounding spoil is shown. Part of
Wheal Squire or possibly Wheal Fire workings.
Site 10

Spoil Dump

SW 74036 40868

A spoil dump 7.0m in diameter and 3.0m high to the south of Site 9, adjacent to wall Site
4.
Site 11

Spoil Dump

SW 74018 40862

An irregular area of spoil dumping 15m to the south of Site 9
Site 12 Probable Shaft
SW 74003 40871
A probable blocked shaft to the south-west of Browning’s Shaft Site 9, which comprised a
horseshoe-shaped mound of spoil 1.0m in height and 15m in diameter surrounding a
shallow circular depression, with an entrance through the spoil on the east side. The
feature was in line with Browning’s Shaft, Wheal Fire Shaft and possible shaft Site 33.
Site 13 Small Spoil Dumps SW 74011 40905
An area of low spoil dumps 10m to the north-west of Site 9.
Site 14

Leat

SW 74004 40953 – 74040 40916

A linear channel 40m long, 1.0m wide and up to 0.3m deep, aligned north-west to southeast, which extended towards spoil dumps Site 8. Probably associated with the
streamworking activity.
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Site 15

Leat

SW 73971 40961 – 74001 40883

A long, slightly curvilinear channel 80m long, 0.65m wide and up to 0.35m deep, aligned
north-west to south-east, and extending from the possible tank Site 16 towards the
prospecting pit at Site 12. Probably associated with the streamworking activity.
Site 16

Tank/Pit

SW 73965 40970

A rectangular depression measuring 6.5m x 5.5m and 0.4m deep, built against wall Site 17
on its northern side. Leat 15 may have carried material from the tank.
Site 17

Wall

SW 73954 40962 – 73984 40974

A curvilinear wall 4.5m wide, 6.5m long and 1.5m high which extended to the edge of the
stream marking the northern boundary of the woodland. Visible on both the 1878 and
1907 maps (Figs 7 and 8).
Site 18

Spoil Dump SW 73966 40974

A low spoil dump on the edge of the woods adjacent to the lane/footpath.
Site 19

Spoil Dump SW 73939 40968

A mound of spoil 1.0m high and 19m in diameter against the northern side of wall Site 17.
Site 20

Spoil Dump SW 73951 40983

A low, elongated mound of spoil no more than 0.5m high.
Site 21

Spoil Dumps

SW 73942 40990

An intensive area of spoil dumping activity 15m to the north-west of wall Site 17, including
mounds up to 1.2m high. Generally a linear spread of activity 30m long and 14m wide on a
north-south alignment. Possibly the result of streamworks dumping from activity to the
east.
Site 22

Shaft/Spoil Dump SW 73923 40982

A circular spoil dump 1.0m high and 10m in diameter, close to the western edge of the
woods, possibly from a shaft.
Site 23

Pit (possibly prospecting)

SW 73937 41001

A shallow sub-circular pit 0.5m deep and 5.0m in diameter at its base.
Site 24

Curvilinear Bank

SW 73908 40990 – 73929 41027

A stone-faced earth bank 0.5m wide and up to 1.0m high.
Site 25

Spoil Dump SW 73872 41064

A low mound of spoil no more than 0.5m high, attached to the northern end of Site 24.
Site 26 Probable Shaft
SW 73892 41019
A probable blocked shaft 28m to the east of Shaft Site 32, which comprised a horseshoeshaped mound of spoil 1.2m in height and 10m in diameter surrounding a shallow circular
depression 4.0m in diameter at its base, with an entrance through the mound on the east
side. The feature was similar in form to Site 12.
Site 27

Spoil Dumps

SW 73897 41038

An area of spoil dumps including low sub-circular mounds and notably two elongated
dumps approximately 15m long and between 2.5m – 3.5m wide, approximately 0.7m high.
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Site 28

Spoil Dumps

SW 73880 41028

An area of spoil dumping activity 23m to the east of Shaft Site 32, including an irregular
mounds up to 1.2m high against the western boundary of the woods.
Site 29

Structure/Spoil Dumps

SW 73895 41039

A possible structure comprising a ‘U’ shaped bank 0.4m high and 3.0m wide at its base.
The bank enclosed a level area of ground measuring 13m long and 7m wide, open on the
eastern side. Possibly the remains of a hut.
Site 30

Spoil Dump SW 73861 41046

A low mound of spoil no more than 0.5m high, close to the northern limits of the
woodland and against the western boundary.
Site 31

Stream

SW 73836 41078 – 74095 40923

A steep-sided canalised stream bordered the northern side of Arsenic Works Wood which
fed water into Trevince Works (1st edition OS map 1907). The stream would also have
provided water for leats visible in the woods, Sites 6, 14 and 15.
6.3 Sites in the ‘Buffer Zone’/Trevince Woods
A ‘buffer zone’ was included to the south of the main area of landfill extension (Arsenic
Works Wood) to include additional works including shaft safety treatment (fencing), and
the clearance and excavation of a water main trench and sewer pipe trench (Fig 2).
Ultimately an alternative route was found for the sewer pipe trench (Des Teale pers
comm). At the time of the survey (Spring 2003) several of the features identified in
Trevince woods were obscured by dense vegetation, particularly rhododendron. It is
believed that the open shafts have since been fenced as part of shaft safety works being
carried out by contractors at the time of the survey.
Site 32

Shaft SW 73858 40938

A prospecting pit or blocked shaft within Trevince Woods, comprising a horseshoe-shaped
mound of spoil 1.2m in height and 5.0m in diameter surrounding a shallow circular
depression, with an entrance through the mound on the east side. The site of the shaft is
recorded on the 1st edition OS map (1878) as ‘Shaft’ and the 2nd edition OS map (1907) as
‘Old Shaft’. The feature is similar in form to Sites 12 and 26.
Site 33

Shaft

SW 73951 40859

A low mound of spoil in a pasture field on the line of the Brownings Shaft and Wheal Fire
Shaft lode. The mound has been plotted by the NMP and is part of the HER entry PRN
53906 (shaft and spoil heaps). This is likely to be the site of a shaft but is not recorded on
any of the historic mapping.
Site 34

Pagan Shaft

SW 73869 40931

An island of mine waste in an otherwise fairly featureless field set in pasture. On the south
side of this raised area, the dump material has been exposed by a recent quarried cut. The
section thus revealed is circa 2.0m in height, and displays the tipping lines and typical ironrich cementation of copper mine waste. The Cornwall Mining Services (CMS) geotechnical
survey (CMS 1996) locates shaft number 113 in this area; a shallow depression within the
dump and to the north of the exposed section may represent its site. This is interpreted as
Pagan Shaft, probably part of the Wheal Fire sett, shown on the 1843 Tithe map, Symon’s
Mining Map of Gwennap Parish in 1845 (Figs 5 and 6) and then on the 1st edition OS map
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(1878) as ‘Shaft’ (Fig 7). By1907 (2nd edition OS map) merely the spoil dump was shown
(Fig 8).
Site 35

Hedge/Wall

SW 73859 40978

A 1.0m high Cornish hedge breached in order to excavate a drain trench as part of the
landfill extension groundworks. The wall extended along the southern edge of the northern
section of Trevince Woods.
Site 36

Possible Shaft

SW 73788 40991

A possible choked shaft with an elongated dump to the south, 4.0m in height, with the
shaft surrounded on its east and west sides by low dumps 1.0m high. This may be the
location of a shaft marked on the 1st edition OS (1878) in this location. By the time of the
2nd edition OS map in 1907 the area is merely shown as earthworks.
Site 37

Probable Shaft

SW 73790 41004

Spoil dumps 1.5m-2.0m high and a maximum of 20m long (north-south) and 15m wide
(east-west) surrounding a probable shaft depression 6.0m in diameter. A shaft is marked on
the 1st edition OS (1878) in this location, becoming ‘Old Shaft’ by the time of the 2nd
edition OS in 1907.
Site 38

Shaft

SW 73798 41080

A choked shaft with a cone 4.0m deep and 2.0m in diameter at its base. A surrounding
dump has been recently disturbed by clearance work.
Site 39

Shaft

SW 73791 40995

An open shaft surrounded by 3.0m high dumps. The shaft is approximately 4.0m wide and
vertical, open to an unknown depth. The shaft has since been fenced.
Site 40

Shaft

SW 73855 41015

An open shaft 4.0m in diameter surrounded by low (1m high) dumps extending 10m to the
north-east. Some decayed and collapsed timber lagging was evident, and fragments of
stone rubble (possible remains of a wall or structure) could be seen lying to the east of the
shaft. The shaft is marked on Symon’s Mining Map of Gwennap Parish in 1845 and again
on the 1st edition OS (1878) in this approximate location, becoming ‘Old Shaft’ by the time
of the 2nd edition OS in 1907.
Site 41

Possible shaft

SW 73772 41040

Site of a possible choked shaft characterised by kidney-shaped dumps 2.0m high around a
depression 3.0m in diameter and 1.5m deep.
Site 42

Shaft

SW 73740 41033

An open shaft circa 5.0m in diameter choked with rhododendron encircled by 2.0m high
dumps extending 20m to the south increasing in height to 4.0m. Areas of spoil are shown
on the 1st (1878) and 2nd (1907) edition OS maps. This shaft has also been mapped by the
NMP and is recorded on the HER.
Site 43

Shaft

SW 73753 41085

An open shaft comprising an inverted cone 18m in diameter which becomes an open
vertical shaft 3.0m below ground surface with a diameter of 6.0m. An elongated flattopped spoil dump extends 25m to the north-east with a height of 4.0m. A shaft is marked
in this location on Symon’s Mining Map of Gwennap Parish of 1845 and ‘Shaft’ is later
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marked on the 1878 1st edition Ordnance Survey. On the 2nd edition OS (1907) the site is
recorded as ‘Old Shaft’.
Site 44 Leat
SW 73727 41087
A short section of leat or channel meandering towards the north-west but obscured by
vegetation.
Site 45

Possible Engine House SW 73739 41130

Site of a structure, possibly a demolished engine house, indicated by the presence of
dressed granite stonework and irregular dumps up to 2.0m in height. Further interpretation
was impeded by the dense vegetation and ground cover. A possible shaft is marked in this
location on Symon’s Mining Map of Gwennap Parish in 1845.
Site 46

Shaft

SW 73743 41088

An 2.5m deep inverted cone 14m in diameter at its top tapering to an open shaft 5.0m in
diameter.
Site 47

Spoil Dumps SW 73647 41071 – 73697 41089

Two elongated parallel dumps approximately 5.0m high, extending in a north-easterly
direction for at least 50m, although their extent could not be seen through the dense
vegetation.
Site 48

Shaft

SW 73683 41140

A very large open shaft circa 15m in diameter surrounded by a post and wire fence in very
poor condition at the time of the survey. Ground around the fence had begun to subside
revealing another small shaft close to the northeastern edge of the large shaft. A shaft is
indicated on the 1st edition OS map of 1878 with extensive dumps on all sides. By 1907
(2nd edition OS) this was marked as ‘Old Shaft’.
Site 49

Probable Shaft

SW 73699 41042

A choked shaft or prospecting pit surrounded by 1.2m high dumps comprising an inverted
cone 3.0m deep tapering to a flat base with a diameter of 2.5m.
Site 50

Possible Shaft

SW 73711 41010

A circular bank 1.0m high rising to a maximum height of 3.0m on its western edge
surrounding concave inverted cone 14m diameter. Two depressions in the base of the cone
indicate the possible locations of choked shafts. Stone rubble exposed along the edge of
one of the depressions suggests a collapsed shaft collar. The dump had been disturbed for
plant access.
Site 51

Michell’s? Shaft

SW 73651 40891

The probable site of Michell’s Shaft (CMS 1996) shown on the 1843 Tithe map, 1st edition
Ordnance Survey map of 1878 as ‘Shaft’ and on the 2nd edition OS (1907) as ‘Old Shaft’.
It is possibly also indicated on the Symon’s 6 inch map of 1845. The site comprises a
partially open shaft 3.0m in diameter and 2.0m deep choked with vegetation and leaf
mould. The shaft is surrounded by 3.0m high spoil dumps, slightly lower along the western
edge. Dumps extend north-eastwards some 30m to SW 73691 40944 where the rise 6.0m
above the wood floor.
Site 52

Spoil Dump

SW 73642 40965

A low circular dump between 1.0m – 2.0m high, 1.0m wide at the top and 3.0m wide at the
base surrounding a flat area 5.0m in diameter. Possible location of a small choked shaft,
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close to the location of a shaft shown on the 1st edition OS map (1878) and marked as
‘Old Shafts’ on the 2nd edition OS map (1907).
Site 53

Shaft

SW 73850 40834

A probable choked shaft comprising an inverted cone surrounded by a flat-topped spoil
dump. The cone measured 10m in diameter at the top, tapering to 2.0m. Both this and Site
54 below are indicated on the 1st edition OS map (1878) as ‘Shafts’ and marked as ‘Old
Shafts’ on the 2nd edition OS map (1907).
Site 54

Shaft

SW 73844 40817

A 3.0m diameter shaft, choked but collapsed to a depth of 2.0m-3.0m, surrounded by a
flat-topped spoil dump.
Site 55

Path

SW 73724 41200

A path running between Arsenic Works Wood and Trevince Woods that appears as a
formalised way on the 2nd edition Ordnance Survey of 1907 but may be earlier. Whilst
early maps (Symon’s 1845; Tithe map 1843) show the area of Arsenic Works Wood and
Trevince Wood as largely unenclosed it is likely that well-established paths crossed these
open spaces. The origins of the track are unknown but in living memory has acted as a
route between Carharrack and Gwennap Church and may have been a route taken by
churchgoers since the medieval period.

7 Discussion
Although the survey identified many mine workings within the area of landfill extension
and its buffer zone the development of mining in the area remains poorly understood.
There are very few surviving records of mining operations taking place in Arsenic Works
or Trevince Woods and these areas are poorly mapped with the exception of Symon’s map
of 1845. There were no direct references found for mining operations within Arsenic
Works Wood, although the position of Browning’s Shaft, part of Wheal Squire, is shown
on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map in 1878 and, it seems, on Symon’s map of 1845.
The Tithe map of 1843 also shows shafts in these approximate locations.
Other shafts in Trevince Woods are indicated on the Tithe Map, Symon’s 6 inch map of
1845 and on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey of 1878. The majority if not all of the mine
workings had gone out of use by the time of the 2nd edition Ordnance Survey in 1907.
Dines records that the exact boundaries of Wheal Squire are not known, but were known
to include “numerous old shafts in the wood south of Sparry Bottom” (ie Trevince
Woods) and between Ting Tang and United Mines (Dines 1956, 410). Wheal Squire was
amalgamated into Clifford Amalgamated in 1860s (Hamilton Jenkin VI, 23). It is also
unclear how Wheal Fire related to Wheal Squire and there is no known plan, but it is
known that this later became part of West United Hills (Hamilton Jenkin X, 64).
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9 Appendix
Methodology Statement for vegetation clearance
9.1 Background
CAU has been commissioned by Mr Des Teale of CES Group (County Environmental
Services) to carry out a programme of archaeological recording required as a condition of
planning permission for the proposed expansion of the landfill site at United Downs
The proposed development has been considered by Simon Thorpe (Senior Archaeologist
Planning Advice, Cornwall County Council) who recommended that the scheme is the
subject of an archaeological investigation (brief dated 18/12/02). Simon Thorpe’s brief for
recording guided the project design and this methodology.
The site has been the subject of an archaeological assessment (Reynolds 1998; Smith 1996)
which identified a number of archaeological sites.
The proposed development lies within what has been termed “Predominantly Industrial
Land” (Cornwall County Council 1996), that is land which has been transformed by
industrial processes. The proposed landfill extension lies within the World Heritage Site
bid area.
9.2 Clearance Works
A programme of tree and scrub clearance is to be carried on behalf of CES in an area
known as ‘Arsenic Works Wood’ in advance of archaeological survey. A small area of
clearance is also to be carried out in the field to the south-east of the woods, and a small
section to the west in an area known as ‘Outer Wood’. The total clearance area is 1.91
hectares. It has been agreed with CES that clearance methodology is agreed prior to the
commencement of works. This is in accordance with paragraph 4.2 of the Brief for
Archaeological Recording prepared by Simon Thorpe, Senior Archaeologist (Planning
Advice) Cornwall County Council which states:
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“ the archaeologist will need to determine whether removal of trees and safety treatment of
shafts and shallow workings will involve disturbance to archaeological features and advise the
operator of a sensible working method”…

and also in paragraph 7.46 of the United Mines Landfill Extension – Revised Application
Volume 3 - Environmental Statement:
“an archaeological watching brief will be maintained during vegetation clearance,
earthmoving works and any other works that may have an impact on archaeological remains in
the landfill area and the buffer zone”… “the programme and method of vegetation clearance
should be discussed and agreed in advance with the County Archaeological Officer so as to
ensure that such clearance works do not disturb, destroy or obscure archaeological features in
the process”.

9.3 Methodology
Initial discussions with regards vegetation clearance were held with Des Teale (CES
Development Manager), Graham Copplestone and on site with Simon Bolitho, also of
CES. In order to prevent the disturbance of any extant or buried archaeological features,
vegetation clearance should be carried out using the following methodology.
•

all trees should be felled by hand sawing close to ground level.

•

all scrub should be cleared by strimming at ground level.

•

no vegetation should be ‘grubbed-up’ since this may disturb extant or buried
archaeological features.

•

there should be no heavy plant within the clearance area that has the potential to
disturb extant or buried archaeological features.

•

clearance should be undertaken to a level sufficient to allow the area to be surveyed
by Total Station EDM. Movement on foot will be required throughout the area
and clear lines of sight are necessary.

•

all cleared vegetation should be removed from the clearance area and stockpiled in
the adjacent field (under pasture) to the south-east.

•

no burning is to take place on site, since this could obscure areas with
archaeological potential.

•

an archaeologist will monitor clearance work whilst it is being undertaken.

10 Archive
The HES project number is 2003005
The project's documentary, photographic and drawn archive is housed at the offices of the
Historic Environment Service, Cornwall County Council, Kennall Building, Old County
Hall, Station Road, Truro, TR1 3AY. The contents of this archive are as listed below:
1.

A project file containing site records and notes, project correspondence and
administration and copies of documentary/cartographic source material (file no
2003005).

2.

Electronic drawings stored in the directory: R:\CAU\Drawings\CAD Archive\Sites
U-V\United Downs Landfill Extension 2003005
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3.

Digital photographs stored in the directory : R:\Images\HES Images\SITES.UZ\United Downs\United Downs Landfill extension 2003005

4.

This report held in digital form as: G:\CAU\HE Projects\Sites\Sites U\United
Downs\United Downs Landfill Extension 2003005
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Fig 1 Location of the United Downs Landfill Extension circled
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Fig 4 An aerial photograph of the project area (Arsenic Works Wood outlined in black) showing features
mapped by the National Mapping Programme (NMP) and included as a layer on the Cornwall
Historic Environment Record (HER), Aerial Photo Cover: Aerial Imagery 1999 ©Cornwall County
Council 2007.

North

Arsenic works buildings?

Brownings Shaft (site 9)
Pagan Shaft (site 34)

Mitchell’s Shaft (site 51)

Fig 5 Tithe map for the parish of Gwennap, 1843. Approximate area of Arsenic Works Wood outlined
and possible site locations.
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Fig 6 Detail from Symon’s Mining Map of Gwennap Parish 1845, 6” to 1 mile. Approximate extent of
Arsenic Works Wood is outlined, with some of the shafts identified in the text marked in blue by site
number. The map is aligned with north towards the right corner.
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Fig 7 Detail from the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map of 1878. The chemical works and streamworks
are clearly shown to the north of Arsenic Works Wood (not yet named), as are several shafts in
Trevince Woods and Browning’s Shaft in Arsenic Works Wood.

Fig 8 Detail from the 2nd edition Ordnance Survey map of 1907. The complex shown to the north of
Arsenic Works Wood (now named) is shown as Trevince Works (Arsenic and Tin), and the shafts in
Trevince Woods are depicted as old shafts.
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Fig 9 Site 1, Arsenic Works stack
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Fig 10 Site 2, buddles facing north

Fig 11 Site 2, buddles facing south
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Fig 12 Site 9 Browning’s Shaft, drill steels supporting an inadequate wire fence

Fig 13 Site 34 Recently quarried spoil dumps around Pagan Shaft
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Fig 14 Site 55, the old path connecting Carharrack and Gwennap
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